We introduce a new approach to optimal image scaling called Resolution Synthesis (RS). In RS, the pixel being interpolated is first classified in the context of a window of neighboring pixels; and then the corresponding high-resolution pixels are obtained by filtering with coefficients that depend upon the classification. RS is based on a stochastic model explicitly reflecting the fact that pixels falls into different classes such as edges of different orientation and smooth textures. We present a simple derivation to show that RS generates the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate of the high-resolution image, given the low-resolution image. The parameters that specify the stochastic model must be estimated beforehand in a training procedure that we have formulated as an instance of the well-known expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. We demonstrate that the model parameters generated during the training may be used to obtain superior results even for input images that were not used during the training.
INTRODUCTION
Image scaling is an important application in the Eeld of image processing; and a critical one when it comes to displaying or printing an image at a resolution higher than that at which the image is available. In this paper, we present a new approach to optimal image scaling called Resolution Synthesis (RS) [l, 2, 31. Formally, what sets RS apart from prior approaches to optimal image scaling is that RS is based on a stochastic model explicitly reflecting the fact that pixels falls into different classes such as edges and smoother gradients of different orientation. By an analysis of this model, we show that RS image s c a h g generates the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate of the high-resolution image, given the low-resolution image. A model whch is similar but different from the one we present here has been used by Popat and Picard [4] for image restoration, compression, and synthesis.
In RS image scaling, the pixel being interpolated is first classified in the context of a window of neighboring pixels; and then the corresponding high-resolution pixels are obtained by filtering with coefficients that are optimal for the selected class. The r e sult of this is that edges are interpolated using filters which do not smooth out their sharp transitions.
The parameters that specify the stochastic model behind RS must be estimated in a training procedure that we have fomiulated as an instance of the well-known expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. While the training is computationally intensive, it only ~ tThis work was performed while C. Brian Atkins was a graduate student at Purdue University. In [ 121, we describe a separate approach to MMSE image scaling implemented as a regression tree. The present approach is different in that pixel classification is based on class membershp in a Gaussian mixture model. We have found that the present approach leads to better interpolation quality.
Charles
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
2, we introduce RS by describing how RS image scaling is carried out, and how the parameters for the RS model are obtained. Finally, in Secs. 3 and 4, we present results and conclusions.
RESOLUTION SYNTHESIS
We begin by training on example low-and high-resolution image pairs to estimate the required prediction parameters. The resulting prediction parameter estinxites may be used to scale images that were not even in the training set. The structure of the RS predictor is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The example here is for a scaling factor of 2; however, the derivation we present only requires that the scaling factor be a positive integer. For each input pixel in the low-resolution image, the prediction task is to compute the corresponding block of hgh-resolution pixels. The predictor uses all the pixels in a neighborhood centered at the input pixel. In this example, the neighborhood is a 5 x 5-pixel window. For the analysis, we will write the input pixel neighborhood as the elements of an observation vector L, and the estimated high-resolution pixels in a vector 2. More generally, we 0-7803-6725 -1/0 1/$10.00 0200 1 E E E will be modeling both these vectors as random quantities, and we will follow the convention of using upper-case letters for random variables and lower-case letters for their realizations.
The form of our predictor is based on the assumption that each input pixel is from some class, with the different classes representing image features like edges and smoother gradient transitions of different orientation. Further, we assume we have an optind prediction filter for each class, so that if we knew the class of the input pixel, we could generate an optimal estimate of X by applying the filter to z. The only problem is that we can not ascertain the class of the input pixel.
In RS, the prediction process is to associate the input pixel with each of the classes, to different degrees, with a mixture of proportions. We estimate X by first filtering a with the optimal predictors for the indwidual classes, and then combining the results with the proportion mixture. We refer to the first step as "classification," and we represent the classifier parameters with the symbol 8. We refer to the second step as "filtering," and we represent collectively the prediction filters for the different classes with the symbol 11,.
Rather than classifying the input pixel based on the entire observation vector z, we use a "cluster vector" y extracted from the observation vector using a nonlinear transformation f(.):
Generally y is of lower dimension than a, and we refer to this transformation as a "projection." The projection operation is critical, because ultimately it influences which classes are defined during the training, which in turn controls the quality of overall scalmg process.
In the remainder of h s section, we formally derive the scaling procedure, while demonstrating its optimality under certain assumptions. Then we describe the training process. Finally, we discuss briefly the role of the projection operator f (.). Note that here we assume images are grayscale. One way to achieve color image scaling is to treat the red, green, and blue planes as if they were individual grayscale images.
Optimal Image Scaling
In this subsection, we derive RS image scaling as an MMSE predictor, assuming we know the values of the classifier parameters B and the filter parameters 11,. The training process, where we compute estimates of 8 and $, is given in the following subsection.
Assumption 1:
The cluster vector Y is distributed as a multivariate Gaussian mixture. That is, the probability density function p , (y) has the form Our derivation is based on three assumptions.
where j is a random variable representing the class; p,lj(y 1 j ) is a multivariate Gaussian density for each j , and nj is the probability of class j . This assumption is not very strong, since we may closely approximate the true distribution by using a large number of classes. Note, assuming there are 11.1 classes, J takes discrete values between 1 and M .
Assumption 2:
The conditional distribution of X given 2 and J is multivariate Gaussian, with mean A j Z + PJ. The filter parameters represented by 3 are obtained directly from the parameters for these dntributions, so we write Tlus assumption is similar to the previous one since it requires that a sufficiently large number of classes be chosen so that for each class, J , the high-resolution pixels are distributed as a linear transformation of the low-resolution pixels plus multivariate Gaussian noise. Assumption 3: The class J is conditionally independent of the high-and low-resolution vectors X and 2, given the cluster vector Y . Formally, this means that P,I.,z(j I2,z) = P,l,(j I Y) ' 
(3)
Intuitively, this assumption means that the cluster vector Y gives us all possible information required to determine the class J . This is a strong assumption since 2 and X may contain additional information whch might be useful in determining the class. However, this assumption will lead to important algorithrmc simplifications that we have found improve the quality of the resulting scaled images.
Given these assumptions. we may compute the MMSE [13] estimate as
To obtain the first and second terms in the argument of the last summation, we have invoked assumptions 2 and 3, respectively.
In order to compute X , we need to compute p3 1 , ( j I y). the probability that the cluster vector y belongs to class j . By assumption 1, the conditional probability of Y given J is a multivariate
Gaussian. We will denote the mean of the j-th Gaussian distribution as p, . In general, the covariance could be chosen to vary with each class j . However, we have found that choosing the covariance for all classes to be a21, where I is the identity matrix, actually improves the quality of the scaled images. Wlule this may seem counter-intuitive, it is quite reasonable, since the reduced number of parameters makes training more effective and accurate. Putting this together we write the parameters of p , ( y) as 8:
Hence by an application of Bayes' rule, we can compute
Inserting (8) into (G), we obtain the equation for optimal image scaling, in terms of the unknown parameters:
The optimal output pixels are computed as a combination of the outputs of all M of the interpolating filters.
Estimating Predictor Parameters
Our objective here is to compute maximum likelihood (ML) estimates [13] of 11, and 0 from trajning images by extracting example realizations of the pair (2, X), which we assume are i n d e pendent. This is generally difficult since the data does not reveal realizations of the class label J . This is known as the incomplete data problem, where observations of the triplet (2, X , J ) would be complete data. To address this we have used the expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm [14. 15, 161. A formal derivation of the training as an instantiation of the EM algorithm is given in [ 11. Here, because of space limitation, we only list the steps in the process. -and high-resolution vectors (z, x ) corresponding to any one of the pixels in the low-resolution images. We will denote the set of low-resolution pixels in the training set as S , and we will denote the extracted train-
By writingy,, werefertothe cluster vector extracted from vector z,, computed as f (2,). with the operation described in Sec. 2.3. We will denote as A' the number of training vectors. The more, the better; but it is best to use at least 100,000. and where d is the number of elements in the cluster vector, and ri is the sample variance of the it" cluster vector component computed over the available cluster vectors.
.
Iterate the update equations (10)- (13) To extract a cluster vector from the observation vector, we first define the vector y' by staclung the 8 pixels adjacent to the input pixel into a vector, and subtracting the value of the central pixel from each of these 8 elements. Then else Y = fk) = We experimented with a variety of projection operators and this one yielded the best results. It was chosen to accentuate edge features during clustering. To see this, observe that the vector y' contains differences between the input pixel and its 8 nearest neighbors. In the y' sample space, pixels from uniform, flat image regions fall near the origin and edge pixels fall away from the origin. The nonlinear transformation of (21) pushes nonzero y' vectors away from the origin, which encourages the formation of more edge classes.
RESULTS
In Figs. 2 and 3 , we present image scaling results for a factor of L = 4, using Photoshop bicubic interpolation and RS. We have found that RS compares very favorably with other scaling methods; but we have included Photoshop bicubic interpolation because it 1s common. We feel that this comparison shows that RS renders edges and detail relatively continuous and sharp.
CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced the image scaling algorithm known as Resolution Synthesis. We have provided an analytical derivation of the RS scaling procedure. Under certain assumptions, RS generates a MMSE estimate, in a closed-form computation. of the high-resolution image, given the source image. Finally, we have presented results which demonstrate that both RS and ERS yield results of very satisfactory subjective quality.
